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Background: Digitization (using novel digital tools and strategies) and consumerism (taking a 

consumer-oriented approach) are increasingly commonplace in clinical trials, but the implications 

of these changes are not well described.

Methods: We assembled a group of trial experts from academia, industry, non-profit, and 

government to discuss implications of this changing trial landscape and provide guidance.

Results: Digitization and consumerism can increase the volume and diversity of trial participants 

and expedite recruitment. However, downstream bottlenecks, challenges with retention, and 

serious issues with equity, ethics, and security can result. A “click and mortar” approach, 

combining approaches from novel and traditional trials with the thoughtful use of technology, 

may optimally balance opportunities and challenges facing many trials.

Conclusion: We offer expert guidance and three “click and mortar” approaches to digital, 

consumer-oriented trials. More guidance and research are needed to navigate the associated 

opportunities and challenges.

Keywords

Digital trials; Consumerism; Decentralized trials

1. Background and introduction

Digitization is transforming the landscape of clinical research. In the context of clinical 

trials, digitization refers to using digital tools and strategies to enhance recruitment, 

retention, follow-up, data collection, data management, and/or analytics [1]. Terminology 

varies; herein, we refer to “digital” trials that use digital tools and strategies for recruitment, 

retention, data collection, and analytics [1], “hybrid” trials that use some digital tools and 

strategies but retain in-person, “brick-and-mortar” sites and other elements of traditional 

trials, and “virtual” trials that use digital tools and strategies to conduct all trial activities 

in a remote format [2]. Digital data collection is increasingly commonplace [3], and at 

least 15% of trials between 2019 and 2021 used one or more participant-facing digital 

tool(s) [4]. The United States (US) Congress under the 21st Century Cures Act [5], Food 

and Drug Administration (FDA), National Institutes of Health (NIH), and National Science 

Foundation [6] all recognize these changes, which were pre-existing but accelerated by the 

coronavirus-19 (COVID-19) pandemic [7,8].

Concurrently, trials have been responsive to the wave of consumerism in health care. 

Consumerism is a paradigm of patients as consumers who proactively seek information and 

make individualized choices, or “purchases,” related to heath [9,10]. Choices can include 

engaging in trials. Many trials already use consumer-oriented approaches to design and 

conduct activities, and digital tools give patients unprecedented access to trial information 

and opportunities.

Although digitization and consumerism are increasingly commonplace in trials, the 

implications of these changes are not well described. Participants in consumer-oriented 

trials may differ in expectations and behavior compared to participants in traditional trials. 

Equipped with powerful technology, researchers, sponsors, and regulatory bodies have an 
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imperative to explore opportunities to improve longstanding issues with equity, accessibility, 

and efficiency, but risk worsening the “digital divide”—inequity in access to technology and 

the Internet.

Digitization and consumerism offer great promise for more equitable, accessible, and 

efficient trials, but present many challenges. Here, we describe opportunities and challenges 

for recruitment, retention, equity, and ethics, and offer guidance from experts in the field.

2. Methods

In January 2022, we assembled a group of experts from academia, industry (including 

pharmaceuticals, healthcare, clinical research, biotechnology, investing), non-profit 

organizations (including Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute [PCORI]), and 

government (including FDA and Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services) for a two-day 

virtual workshop sponsored by the Duke Clinical Research Institute (DCRI). The DCRI 

Think Tank series has hosted >100 workshops over the past 25 years, in which healthcare 

and research leaders discuss critical gaps, innovate solutions, and strategize paths forward 

[11].

Following typical procedures for the DCRI Think Tank series, four academic trial experts 

(CPH, LC, AFH, MLR) generated the topic, identified and prioritized key content, 

invited speakers and moderators, and hosted the workshop. The final content areas were 

Recruitment and Retention, Equity, and Ethics. During the workshop, each content area 

was reviewed through a series of 3–6 presentations each lasting 5–10-min by speakers 

from academia, industry, non-profit and/or government, followed by a 30–45-min moderated 

discussion in which all attendees were invited to share opinions. The workshop was recorded 

and summarized in notes and workshop proceedings. The manuscript was conceptualized, 

drafted, and revised by RLR, CPH, MLR, with data organized in the same content areas 

as the workshop, and drafts were circulated to attendees for ongoing discussion and 

synthesis of Expert Guidance (Table 1). Additionally, non-systematic literature searches 

were performed by RLR and MLR as needed for supporting data not specifically reviewed 

during the workshop.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Recruitment

Study teams can directly engage and recruit large numbers of participants at high speed 

and low cost using digital, consumer-facing platforms like social media [12]. The Get 

Social lifestyle intervention trial (NCT02646618) recruited nearly 30% of >300 participants 

from Facebook groups, compared to ~1–7% from print and online postings and paid 

advertisements [13]. Cybervictimization studies report similar successes recruiting through 

social media [12,14]. Other digital, consumer-facing platforms include volunteer research 

registries (e.g., the NIH-funded ResearchMatch.org, which has nearly 150,000 volunteers 

and 1310 studies as of May 2023) and consumer survey platforms (e.g., Qualtrics Market 

Research). After slower than expected recruitment using traditional approaches, the Mom’s 

Health Chat virtual cancer prevention trial (NCT02835807) shifted to Qualtrics and 
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subsequently recruited 768 participants across 33 states in 6 weeks [15]. The WW Trial of 

a 6-month online weight loss intervention (NCT04302389) used both Facebook groups and 

ResearchMatch.org to identify 152 eligible participants in 6 weeks and complete the trial in 

10 months. Additionally, study teams can directly engage the consumer bases of commercial 

devices. The Fitbit Heart Study leveraged over 31 million active users to recruit nearly 

500,000 individuals into an arrhythmia study [16]. Collectively, these platforms connect 

study teams to an unprecedented number of potential participants.

We identify at least three issues with this recruitment strategy. First, information about 

potentially eligible participants using social media or a device is often limited upfront. The 

burden of pre-screening, screening, validating health status, and confirming eligibility then 

falls to the study team. Though not always problematic, added volume and steps can quickly 

create bottlenecks in trials needing representative samples or highly specific criteria. Second, 

participants recruited online may have low participation in subsequent research activities, 

creating downstream problems with retention (see Section 3.2). Third, the ultimate impact 

on equity is unclear (see Section 3.3). Overall, a widened funnel of potential participants 

does not guarantee trial success.

To overcome these issues, digital and consumer-oriented strategies have been developed, 

including data-driven pre-screening, analytics, and personalized engagement. CVS Health 

offers a direct-to-patient recruitment platform that uses predictive analytics on demographics 

and claims data to identify and filter potential participants. Engagement and pre-screening 

then occurs using a mix of digital and in-person methods [17]. Evidation is a platform of 

almost 5 million members who share person-generated health data from wearable devices, 

claims, electronic health records (EHR), and/or biosamples [18]. Members strive to improve 

individual health through a gamified point system; data are also used to match members with 

research studies. Evidation’s platform enables the Heartline Study evaluating the effects of 

an iPhone app and Apple Watch on early detection of atrial fibrillation and health outcomes 

[19]. These data-forward models (Table 2, Row 1) may help narrow the widened funnel of 

potential participants, though the impact on equity remains unclear.

Digital strategies can also complement traditional “brick and mortar” recruitment. Science 

37, an industry leader in virtual trials, used an adaptive outreach approach to recruit and 

enroll 86% of participants in one virtual arm in parallel to 13 traditional sites in a phase 

II COVID-19 trial (NCT04504032). Enrollment to the virtual site was 13 times faster than 

traditional sites. Another approach uses digital strategies to recruit participants who have 

already passed through “brick and mortar” infrastructure, i.e., “pass-through” model (Table 

2, Row 2). The ACTIV-4b trial (NCT04498273) recruited participants who tested positive 

for the COVID-19 virus in a clinical setting using a mix of print and digital flyers, electronic 

patient portal messages, phone calls, and mailings. The remainder of enrollment and trial 

activities were conducted virtually, including mailing study drug directly to participants 

[20].

Even with “brick and mortar” infrastructure in place, challenges like screen failures persist. 

The ACTIV-6 trial (NCT04885530) used a mix of clinical sites and community testing 

centers to recruit participants into a trial of repurposed medications for COVID-19. As of 
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January 2022, over 9000 expressed interest and 92% began the consent process, but only 

41% of those who started provided consent; many who did not complete the consent process 

reported preference to receive the study drug and not wanting to undergo randomization. 

Although this completion rate is not atypical for large trials, understanding characteristics 

of screen failures, and what proportion of failure is attributed to digital aspects of the trial, 

is increasingly important as digital tools widen the funnel of potential participants. A better 

understanding of screen failures could allow inclusion through alternative approaches, such 

as a patient-preference trial design and parallel observational arms.

These challenges demonstrate that trust remains critical to digital trials. While consumer-

facing platforms allow highly motivated participants to be recruited and enrolled directly, 

workshop members shared experiences that screening failure rates are generally higher 

when participants are not recruited through a health care provider. A CVS Health survey 

of over 2000 customers found that 50% of respondents would trust their physician and 

60% would look to an email from CVS for information about trials [21]. To build trust in 

digital trials, researchers can contact local health care providers to share information, build 

awareness, and provide a “warm handoff’ to a virtual study team. Science 37 uses a “warm 

transfer” strategy with a call from a team member, typically within an hour after a potential 

participant expresses interest online, to conduct pre-screening and provide personalized 

guidance on the research process prior to connecting to the study team. Researchers funded 

by the NIH and PCORI also report using warm handoff strategies [22,23].

Though digital and consumer-oriented approaches to trial recruitment can be quite 

successful, these methods do not overcome all challenges and may, in fact, create more 

problems. A “click and mortar” approach, combining traditional “brick and mortar” and 

consumer-oriented, digital methods, may best optimize recruitment in many trial settings.

3.2. Retention

Trial retention can benefit from digital, consumer-oriented methods. Tools used to directly 

engage participants often have built-in functionality that can also help with retention, 

like reminders, notifications, and individualized messaging. For example, the IMPACT 

cyberbullying prevention intervention had nearly 100% retention with an 89% daily 

response rate, attributed to bi-directional communication within the mobile application (app) 

[14]. With regulatory approval and participant consent, social media can also be used to 

locate and communicate with participants. In one study, Facebook was used to locate 19 

participants lost to follow up and decreased attrition by 16% [24].

Conversely, trial retention can suffer from consumer-oriented approaches. Workshop 

members reported that participants who seek out trials as customers may quickly withdraw 

or drop out with perceived burden (e.g., longer trials, lengthy or complicated data collection) 

or lack of benefit. Transitioning participants recruited “online” to “offline” activities seems 

especially difficult. The Fitbit Heart Study recruited nearly 500,000 participants directly 

through the device’s app. Of the 1% in whom arrhythmia was detected, only 1671 (35%) 

completed the first telehealth study visit and 916 (19%) completed the second telehealth 

visit [16]. Approaches known to improve retention in traditional trials [25] may not apply 

to these participants or designs. Studying the behavior of participants recruited digitally is 
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challenging because upfront information is often limited [26] and behavior of those who do 

not enroll can be difficult to measure. Trials that rely exclusively on the widened funnel of 

potential participants from digital engagement may face unique retention challenge

There are digital, consumer-oriented approaches to improve trial retention. One example 

is active digital onboarding. For three virtual trials of at least 12 months duration, 

investigators created a webinar to onboard participants; content was developed using 

motivational interviewing techniques and included setting expectations, explaining scientific 

principles, exploring ambivalence, making commitments, and discussing barriers. The 

webinar improved retention to 88–97% in all three trials [27]. Digital tools may also allow 

participants to actively contribute to the design of the trial and interventions. IMPACT 

engaged participants in an iterative design process, which may have contributed to its 

notably high retention [14]. Similarly, the MyCOVIDRisk COVID-19 risk assessment and 

mitigation app underwent several changes to structure, format, and design based on iterative 

user feedback, with very high subsequent utilization [28].

Digital trials face tension between recruitment volume and velocity, versus engagement and 

retention. More work is needed to understand this balance and how to combine tools and 

methods to fit specific questions and populations.

3.3. Equity

In general, trials under-enroll diverse participants and fail to represent the diversity of both 

the general population and the population at risk of a disease [29]. Digital recruitment can 

increase inclusion of groups that are historically under-represented in trials [30]. Science37 

conducted a virtual trial of lupus and Sjögren Syndrome in which more than half of 

the study population identified as Asian, Black, or Latin. Merck developed a dynamic 

trial enrollment tracker, which helped ensure 20% of participants in a phase III trial of 

a hepatitis C therapeutic identified as being from under-represented demographic groups 

[31,32]. Through the use of analytics, predictive modeling, and targeted outreach, 40% of 

referrals for 15 trials run by CVS Health were non-White. Foundation-funded digital studies 

have successfully overrecruited youth who identify as Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, 

Queer/Questioning, and more [14,33].

Not all virtual trials, however, are inclusive or representative. Technology can exacerbate 

disparities by primarily serving populations who are comfortable with technology and have 

access to Internet and devices—widening the “digital divide.” Although virtual trials reduce 

physical barriers of study sites, geographic diversity can actually suffer, as individuals living 

in rural areas are less likely to have broadband internet and computer access than those in 

urban areas [34]. Consumer-facing platforms that are not available in multiple languages 

limit the ability to recruit non-English speakers. Finally, in a hybrid approach that requires a 

mix, rather than an option, of digital and in-person activities, the digital tools may dissuade 

participation by some groups.

The ways in which the “digital divide” can exacerbate existing inequities is highlighted 

by two very large pragmatic trials that used digital and traditional recruitment methods 

in parallel. The ADAPTABLE trial (NCT02697916) was a pragmatic, decentralized 
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randomized trial of aspirin doses in over 15,000 adults with cardiovascular disease. A 

mix of traditional in-person and digital methods were used for recruitment, and an online 

patient portal in English and Spanish was used for education and electronic informed 

consent. Individuals who were interested and eligible but did not want to use digital methods 

could still participate; these participants enrolled during an in-person clinic visit with the 

help of study personnel using a tablet, i.e., “Parallel” model (Table 2, Row 3). Despite 

these efforts, about 80% of randomized participants reported White race and 90% Non-

Hispanic ethnicity [35]; only 8% of participants who enrolled digitally were Black/African 

American. The PREVENTABLE trial (NCT04262206) is an ongoing, large, pragmatic trial 

evaluating the effect of statins on cardiovascular disease in older adults. PREVENTABLE 

was temporarily halted due to COVID-19 and then shifted to hybrid/virtual methods to 

recruit and enroll participants. According to investigators from PREVENTABLE, engaging 

potential participants through patient portal messaging recruited far more White participants 

than other racial and ethnic groups (email personal communication, August 18, 2022).

These examples demonstrate that digital trials are not a shortcut to equity. As in traditional 

trials, intentional steps are required to identify, engage, enroll, and retain under-represented 

populations. Partnering with community representatives and key stakeholders early in trial 

planning remains critical for needs assessment and planning. Partners can identify digital 

spaces already used by the community for virtual outreach. For communities with limited 

access to Internet and devices, non-traditional trial sites, such as schools or mobile vans [36], 

may be necessary to provide physical infrastructure for research activities. Additional staff 

time and effort may be needed to onboard and assist participants who are uncomfortable 

using technology. Creating accurate, culturally appropriate translations of language and 

imagery in digital outreach and intervention materials also requires time and resources. 

Budgets and timelines need to be planned accordingly.

The uptake of digital tools in trials, and their impact on diversity, deserves to be studied in 

its own right. Specific combinations of digital and in-person approaches that are effective 

in recruiting, enrolling, and retaining diverse and representative populations can inform 

future trials. One promising development is phased awards through PCORI’s Phased Large 

Awards for Comparative Effectiveness Research Initiative [37] and the NIH Pragmatic Trials 

Collaboratory [38]. Initial phases allow for study planning, stakeholder engagement, and 

pilot testing of recruitment and operations, prior to launching the larger study.

An important consideration for equity is that digital tools may have higher or lower 

ability to accurately identify and describe populations of interest. Race and ethnicity 

[39], demographics, and social determinants [40] are poorly captured in EHR and health 

databases. Workshop members urged for routine use of digital, consumer-facing tools to 

collect self-reported information. Comparing self-report to other data can help gain insight 

into representativeness and potential systemic biases that exist in current reporting of 

populations.

Finally, an opportunity for digital tools to enhance equity in trials is by delivering tailored 

information. A CVS Health consumer survey concluded that low trial participation was 

primarily due to lack of knowledge surrounding protection of research participants. Nearly 
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three-quarters of respondents cited concerns with safety and researcher qualifications, and 

>80% of respondents who identified as Black or African American also had concerns 

about protected health information [21]. To address these concerns, information on trial 

operations, protections, oversight, and privacy/security can be provided in several formats. 

All patient information, whether digital or paper formats, must be understandable and 

culturally appropriate. The US Department of Health and Human Services offers videos, 

printable materials, and infographics in both English and Spanish about human subjects 

research protections and regulations [41], although comprehensibility and usability across 

levels of health literacy has not, to our knowledge, been formally evaluated.

Equity in trials will not simply happen because the format changes to digital. Ongoing, 

active engagement, planning, and trust building with communities remains crucial. 

Technology should be carefully used and evaluated to ensure it is improving, and not 

worsening, diversity, inclusion, and representation in trials.

3.4. Ethics and security

Digital and consumer-oriented trials present new ethical, legal, and social implications 

(ELSIs), including cybersecurity risks. The expertise of many investigators, sponsors, and 

regulatory bodies is insufficient with respect to rapid adoption of technology, which leaves 

participants potentially vulnerable to harm. Designing and delivering a digital trial can 

generate substantial challenges.

Some challenges are familiar to investigators conducting traditional trials, but with a new 

twist. For example, imagine developing an app to deliver a mental health intervention to 

adolescents with depression. Potential participants could be identified by screening social 

media users for communications suggestive of depressed mood. Recruiting, studying, and 

monitoring would be conducted remotely. Once potential participants express interest, what 

are “best practices” for obtaining informed consent remotely from a vulnerable population? 

Should participants with suicidality, and therefore high risk of self-harm during the study, 

be included? And if so, how can those participants at higher risk be appropriately monitored 

to ensure safety? How can the privacy and security of highly sensitive, digital health 

information be guaranteed? How will the remote study team respond to signals of harm 

[42], and what oversight is required from the research organization and/or sponsor? How 

can this intervention be delivered equitably? Some trials have addressed these questions, but 

there is yet to be a body of knowledge supporting consensus around these issues.

Novel cybersecurity risks are also introduced in digital trials. Compared to “brick and 

mortar” trials, in which flow of information is generally restricted between the investigator 

site and sponsor database, digital trials typically have information flowing through several 

channels, increasing risks of data leaks. Potential consequences range from unauthorized 

disclosure of information to third parties to identity theft. Studies involving commercial 

devices, like activity trackers and sensors, almost always requires partnerships with third 

parties, making data ownership, management, and security more complex. The Log4J 

vulnerability, a security flaw in the code of a widely used, open-source library for logging 

error messages, underscores the need to understanding software “ingredients” of devices 

being used to gather data on participants [43]. Cybersecurity risk is additive to other risks in 
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clinical research and needs to be addressed and mitigated in the trial planning process. Data 

management structures must be adapted to handle these risks. One risk mitigation suggestion 

is to include identity theft protection for participants in a trial that requires commercial 

devices.

Using commercial devices in trials also creates new ELSIs. Not all populations have the 

same access to devices, but provisioning devices to participants may be considered an undue 

inducement depending on the perceived value of the device, study population, and duration. 

Devices using cameras, location services, and other surveillance technology can transmit 

private data not relevant to the trial from participants and bystanders [44]. Ambient privacy 

can also be an issue if participants lack a confidential environment to participate in trial 

activities. Data rigor, accuracy, and quality can also threaten the success of trials using 

devices. For example, a software update or algorithm change could occur during a trial, 

without notice or influence by the study team, and compromise data collection and quality. 

Thus, devices may need additional oversight or certification for use in trials.

Cybersecurity risks and ELSIs raise the importance of a meaningful informed consent 

process. These issues also increase the complexity of information being conveyed, making 

the process more challenging. One solution is the “MyTerms” concept, in which potential 

participants set personalized preferences for receiving information and a machine-learning 

algorithm presents informed consent information from a specific study in a way that aligns 

with their preferences [45]. “MyTerms” is an example of harnessing digital tools to improve 

ethical conduct of trials.

Recognizing the need to increase awareness of ELSIs in digital research, a group of 

investigators created a decision support tool and framework grounded in ethical principles 

[46]. Key components are Access & Usability, Privacy, Data Management, and Risks & 

Benefits, plus a checklist for investigators (https://recode.health/tools). Ongoing guidance 

and decision support tools are needed for investigators designing digital trials and regulatory 

bodies charged with protecting research participants. Partnering with potential participants 

to co-design digital trials may help identify ELSIs and mitigate downstream risks of harm.

Overall, there is a pressing need for more guidance around ELSIs and cybersecurity risks in 

digital trials. Specific guidance is needed surrounding the selection of appropriate tools and 

strategies and conveying information to potential participants that results in a meaningful 

informed consent process. Regulatory bodies and agencies, funders, investigators, and 

experts share responsibility for learning about these issues. Creating a protected forum for 

systematic evaluation of mistakes could help inform future studies and reduce the risk of 

harm.

3.5. Limitations

In this article, we highlight key discussions from our workshop, which is not intended to 

serve as a comprehensive review on the topic of digitization and consumerism in trials. 

Important aspects of trials such as assessment were not key workshop content areas. 

Technology is rapidly changing and new advances and challenges may have emerged since 

the time of the workshop. An important limitation of both the workshop and the manuscript 
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are the omission of patient representatives, which was unintentional but resulted from efforts 

to avoid duplicating content from prior workshops on virtual and hybrid trials and equity. 

The workshop did feature speakers from PCORI and patient-centered research industry 

members.

4. Conclusion

In an increasingly digitized and consumer-oriented world, trials have the opportunity to 

change for the better. New tools create opportunities, but also present challenges. Some 

challenges are novel and others are pre-existing but exacerbated by the changing landscape. 

Overall, a “click and mortar” approach can balance opportunities and challenges, but 

important implications for equity, ethics, and security need to be considered. We provide 

Expert Guidance (Table 1) and three models (Table 2) for trial partners in academia, 

industry, non-profit organizations, and government, including regulatory bodies. Several 

knowledge gaps remain, and additional guidance and research are needed.

Note: At the time this manuscript was revised and resubmitted, CVS had recently announced 

ending clinical trial services.
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Table 1

Expert guidance for digital and consumer-oriented clinical trials.

1 Consider a “click and 
mortar” approach.

Digital and consumer-oriented approaches can complement traditional “brick and mortar” approaches to 
recruitment and retention. The specific combination of methods and digital tools employed should be tailored 
to the research question, intervention, and target population.

2 Use digital tools to 
enhance engagement and 
ethics.

Technology offers opportunities to educate potential trial participants on the clinical research process, 
explain regulatory requirements and oversight, facilitate a truly informed consent process, conduct active 
on-boarding, increase access to difficult-to-reach populations, and disseminate results.

3 Foster human connections 
through digital tools.

Trusted health providers and research coordinators remain highly valuable in virtual trials. For example, 
trusted providers can connect potential trial participants to virtual partners with a “warm handoff.”

4 Dedicate effort and 
resources to improve 
equity.

Digital tools have the potential to improve equity but can also worsen existing barriers and create new 
inequities. The best approach involves selecting appropriate digital tools in close partnership with the 
community. Funders and regulatory agencies should design budgets and timelines that allow for the extra 
cost and time required for equitable recruitment, retention, and trial activities. Communities must be involved 
in all stages of trial planning, conduct, and results dissemination. Investigators need to study how specific 
communities take-up digital tools in trials so that lessons learned can guide future trials.

5 Be proactive about ethical 
challenges and potential 
security weaknesses of 
digital tools.

Technology is already creating novel ethical and security challenges. Investigators should consult regulatory 
bodies, agencies, sponsors, and experts in the field to address these concerns, study them, and contribute 
to the evolution of these new approaches. They need also to ensure that measures are in place to mitigate 
cybersecurity risks.
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Table 2

Three “click and mortar” models for combining digital tools and consumer-oriented approaches with 

traditional “brick and mortar” clinical trial infrastructure.

Model Description Strengths Limitations

Data-forward:Digital prescreening, followed by human-led enrollment and retention, e.g., CVS Health, Science37.

Potential participants are identified digitally, such 
as through a claims database, EHRs, pharmacy 
records, and/or social media (in accordance with 
privacy regulations). Analytics, online surveys, or 
filters help narrow potential participants based 
on specific eligibility criteria and/or measurable 
health behaviors that increase likelihood of 
participation. The potential participant is contacted 
directly, such as through a personalized e-mail, 
through a trusted health care provider, or via 
a phone call. Individuals are directed to an in-
person or remote clinical or research site in which 
they interact with a real human to enroll in 
the trial. Subsequent trial activities take place in-
person or virtually, perhaps augmented with digital 
reminders and activities, such as email reminders 
and surveys completed at home after a study visit.

• May be able to access 
large numbers of potential 
participants.

• May increase participant 
diversity.

• May be helpful for rare 
disease populations.

• Success of prescreening 
depends on the quality and 
quantity of data on potential 
participants.

• Requires analytics expertise.

• May be limited by trust 
and data security concerns 
among potential participants, 
and data privacy regulations.

• May be difficult to translate 
“online” to “offline” behavior.

• Limited capacity of in-person 
research sites may create 
bottlenecks.

Pass-through:In-person engagement, followed by digital enrollment and retention, e.g., ACTIV-4b [20].

Potential trial participants are identified when 
passing through the doorway of “brick and 
mortar” infrastructure, such as a clinical care 
site or pharmacy. In-person engagement can 
include printed materials and flyers and discussion 
with trial staff and/or care providers. Once the 
individual expresses interest, they are directed 
to an online portal for enrollment and active 
on-boarding. The remainder of trial activities 
are primarily virtual, but may have in-person 
components, such as for blood draws. Frequent 
engagement through digital tools may enhance 
retention, especially in longer trials

• In-person prescreening 
may reduce screen failures.

• Can help with trials that 
require biospecimens to 
determine eligibility or are 
time-sensitive.

• May increase trust

• Fewer potential participants 
than “Dataforward” approach.

• Operational challenges 
with “brick and mortar” 
infrastructure can create 
bottlenecks and slow the 
enrollment process

Parallel:Simultaneous use of digital and in-person methods, where methods can be tailored to the individual or groups of individuals, e.g., 
ADAPTABLE [35].

Prescreening, recruitment, enrollment, trial 
activities, and retention occur digitally and 
in-person simultaneously. Potential participants 
decide which method they would like to use. For 
example, a potentially interested participant could 
sign up for a virtual or in-person information 
session to learn more about a trial. If the 
trial is targeting a specific population known 
to prefer digital approaches (e.g., young, tech-
savvy volunteers), engagement and retention can 
be tailored to that group. Conversely, efforts to 
engage and retain groups of individuals that may 
be less likely to uptake digital resources (e.g., 
older patients, specific racial/ethnic groups), focus 
primarily on in-person methods.

• Provides flexibility for 
diverse populations.

• Can adapt to participants 
for which the trial uptake 
behavior is not well 
known.

• Helpful in large, 
multicenter studies where 
uptake may vary across 
sites.

• Knowledge gained from 
trial uptake can inform 
future trials.

• High cost, high complexity.

• May require longer time to 
conduct trial activities.

• Could create subpopulations 
requiring separate analyses.

• Sponsors may not want to 
fund all methods.

EHR = Electronic Health Record.
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